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The Radicalisation of our Youth - How can we Intervene? 

 
Hello, my name is Amy Struthers, and alongside Ella McIntosh, I’ll be chairing the Media 

Committee at the NBHS Model United Nations Conference 2018. We are looking forward to 

welcoming both old and new delegates to debate current and problematic issues facing the 

world in media today. It is in the committee's best interests that you come prepared, 

enthusiastic and ready to debate. We ask that each country prepares a position paper 

detailing your country’s view on the issues which are to be debated. This need be no more 

than a paragraph of 50 words. Please email this to nb13strua@edubuzz.org  or 

nb13mcie@edubuzz.org . We also suggest you prepare some resolutions to bring along on 

the day which express what actions your country would want the UN to take on the topic. 

This will allow you to be more involved in the debate throughout the day and gives you the 

opportunity to participate fully. Good luck and we look forward to seeing you all ! 

 

Introduction to Debate 

 

Youth radicalization is the process of by which a young individual, or group of people comes 

to adopt increasingly extreme political, social, or religious ideals and aspirations that reject or 

undermine the status quo. 

 

The internet if used in a productive manner provides entertainment, connectivity and 

interaction for millions of people across the world. However, terrorist groups have also 

recognised the power of this medium and are increasingly reaching out to young people 

using the web as a tool for recruitment and radicalisation. The internet has transformed the 

way that terrorist organisations can influence and radicalise people. It enables groups to 

reach a larger global audience, with broader and dynamic messages. This means that 

vulnerable people can easily be exposed to extremist materials that are easily accessible 

online, and radicalised by extremist views. It can be argued there is a strong link between 

violent terrorist actions and polarising extremist views online.This is an issue that affects 

societies internationally and threaten their stability and structure.   

 

Tackling extremist content on the internet is vital in countering the terrorist narrative and 

stopping offences that incite terrorism. There is considerable effort going into removing 

extremist material from the internet.In 2017 Twitter alone has suspended 360,000 accounts 

for the promotion of terrorism. For example, the United Kingdom have set up the Counter 

Terrorism Internet Referral Unit to reduce the amount of radical extremists content online 

and since 2010, 100,000 takedowns have taken place. UNESCO has also carried out 

research on youth and and violent extremism online and how to combat this. 
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Some points to consider; 

 

● Is youth radicalisation a growing issue within your country? 

● What measures has your government taken in order to combat extremist material 

online and has it been successful ? 

● Should online platforms be monitored by governments or is it the responsibility of the 

people to avoid such contact? 

● How should the UN move forward in addressing the international issues of online 

recruitment for terrorism? 

  

Some Useful Links 

https://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-releases-new-research-youth-and-violent-

extremism-social-media 

 

https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/radicalisation-online-twitter-extremism-isis-far-right-

iernational-efforts-a8134606.html 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/online-radicalisation/online-radicalisation 

 

https://en.unesco.org/preventing-violent-extremism/media-online-coalitions 
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